
Exclusive Smart Timepieces





The ultimate visual 
information device.

Connecting you with the elements of yachting.





Meer sfeer foto’s



Versatile.
In use and appearance. 

Symetric is a subtle information 
screen blending in with interiors and 

a portal where you can actively 
browse for more. Mounted on the 

wall, situated on a table or, when you 
feel like it, you can pick it up and take 

it with you.





 Capacitive Touch Button

Marine Grade Finishing

3.5” Circular Touch Screen

Charging Base



Visual information.
For smart insights. 

Instantly get your information, clear, 
all in one device. Intuitively browse 

through the things you want to know 
or control.



Clear design.
Easy to read. 

Various internal and external sensors 
feed the data to each clearly designed 

interface page.  





Features. 

Connected Symetric to a power 
source and be informed instantly. 

Connect the devices with the yacht’s 
own NMEA data network and the 

internet and get virtually everything 
yachtsmen are dreaming of.   

Used in standalone mode, Symetric should be located 
having good GPS reception.  



The standard leather we use is Black 
and Dark Brown. Our team can 

source many other high-quality 
leather colours and finishes to 

ensure a seamless fit.

The metal parts come in a marine 
grade polished or matte look and 
can be plated with many finishes. 
Stainless Steel, Bronze, Gold, 
Copper or Nickel are just a few of 
the options. 

Leather  &  Metal



Freedom. 
WiFi and a battery. 

For the ultimate and precise performance, 
the full color graphics on the 3.5" touch 

display are fed by data from local sensors on 
board. Symetric connects to it’s NMEA 

collector via Wifi. This allows for a cable- and 
hassle-free installation. 

When NMEA data is not available, Symetric 
can still show most features using its internal 

sensors. The battery allows you to take 
Symetric with you for a while and use it 

wherever you find it convenient.

That's freedom.

3 axis 
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sensor
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sensor
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NMEA
ready

Real time
clock

Wifi
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4000mAh
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ready



91 mm

132 mm 62 mm

148 m
m



Contact us now. 
And learn more. 

E:  info@yachtcloud.eu
T:  +31 10 820 0252

Symetric is a YachtCloud Product

www.symetric.io


